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XProtect® Professional* | XProtect® add-on products | Milestone partner solutions
Loss prevention

Analog-to-IP conversion

Fraud prevention

Remote monitoring

Audit trail

Liability for damages

Perimeter protection

Track freight from start to finish

Know where to dedicate resources

Knowing where your packages are at every point throughout

XProtect Professional makes it possible for users to arrange

the supply chain can reduce liability claims, transform how

cameras to effectively identify problems in the supply chain

business is done and directly affect the bottom line. Milestone

as they arise. The software makes it easy to properly assess a

open platform technology also allows for monitoring and

particular situation and apply the right resources from afar.

documenting the status of incoming and outgoing goods,
ensuring quality processing throughout the supply chain.

Keep an airtight perimeter at all locations

Identify vehicle flow at any facility

provides users with three viewing clients, so users can

XProtect® LPR is an add-on product that allows facility

investigate suspicious activity and monitor any facility at any

managers to identify each vehicle entering and exiting any

time via computer, tablet or mobile device.

Complete with built-in motion detection, XProtect Professional

facility at any point in time from one central surveillance hub.
*XProtect Professional is a recommended product solution. The complete Milestone XProtect VMS suite of products can be applied to meet unique solution requirements.

Upgrade the supply chain
IP technology makes the difference
Milestone XProtect Professional software
XProtect Professional offers a complete visual overview of your
surveillance installation with interactive maps revealing camera
locations. Alarms displayed directly in the maps make it easy
to quickly identify and address incidents, while video export
offers easy, secure delivery of still images and video files for
investigations as well as transparency for customers.

Milestone products and services deliver extra value
Milestone Interconnect™ provides the ideal solution for
centrally managing a surveillance system across geographically
dispersed sites, eliminating the need for added personnel.

Meanwhile, the Milestone Customer Dashboard ensures that
resellers can monitor your system’s health around the clock,
throughout the year.

Milestone partner solutions
Having access to the latest surveillance and security
technologies helps site developers future-proof and protect
their installation investment. Our third-party partner solutions
can help on-site managers link shipment and bar codes, record
video from outbound vehicles and export sequences as a single
merged file, giving a more complete representation of events.

Customer story

Area

Concern

Solution

Loss prevention

Securing goods handling throughout the facility

Quickly search video using bar code data and receive visual confirmation
of all handling of a particular shipment

Analog-to-IP conversion

Cost of replacing all existing
security equipment at once

The Milestone open platform and encoder licensing make it costeffective to gradually migrate to an IP-based solution and later scale the
system to a centralized location

Fraud prevention

Quality control for third-party
logistics providers

Use video to verify exact quantities packed in each shipment. Quickly find
relevant video by integrating with other business systems such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) or warehouse management system (WMS)

Perimeter protection

Ensure controlled access to any area
all hours of the day

Centralized monitoring gives administrators the tools to monitor more
areas with greater efficiency. The combination of video analytics and
thermal cameras provides better accuracy and fewer false alarms

Liability for damages

Damage to goods and buildings
leading to disputes

Warehouse workers equipped with company-issued mobile phones can
document damaged incoming goods. Video surveillance with high-definition cameras can document and identify vehicles responsible for damage

Audit trail

Complying with security standards
and investigating incidents

Strategically placed cameras and XProtect LPR provide a complete record
of all vehicles entering and leaving a facility. IP technology delivers substantially higher video resolution, making it possible to precisely identify
individuals involved in events

Remote monitoring

Desire to eliminate manned guards
particularly during off-hours

Network video makes it possible to centralize or outsource video surveillance
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Protecting 40 percent of all UK pharmaceuticals
Using Milestone XProtect, British logistics company Movianto established a security system capable of tracking all vehicles at
every entry point, including those moving around the site, as well as all loading bays and rear fire exits, which were seen as
key areas of vulnerability. Read the full story at www.milestonesys.com/customerstories

